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Abstract

This study attempts to examine the price discovery process and volatility spillovers in Gold futures and spot markets of National Commodity Derivatives Exchange (NCDEX) by employing Johansen’s Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) and the Bivariate ECM-EGARCH(1,1) model. The empirical result confirms that the spot market of Gold plays a dominant role and serves as effective price discovery vehicle. Besides the study results show that the spillovers of certain information take place from spot market to futures market and the spot market of gold have the capability to expose the all new information through the channel of its new innovation.
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1. Introduction

India is the largest consumer of Gold in the world accounting for nearly 25% of the total gold consumption in the world. Most of India’s gold consumption is in the form of jewellery and as investment demand. Indian gold demand is supported by cultural and religious traditions which are not directly linked to global economic trends as a result of which demand remains steady even during high prices. The steadily rising prices of Gold reinforce the inherent value of gold jewellery, an intrinsic part of its desirability and also as a means of investment. The growth in investment demand has sparked numerous innovations in gold investment.

Gold Futures contract started trading on National Commodity Derivatives Exchange (NCDEX) from 2004 onwards. The introduction of gold futures trading allows integration of demand and supply of market participants, i.e., gold and jewellery manufacturers, exporters and importers, and investors, in organized markets. Using futures contract, the importers
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and domestic buyers can minimize their price risk from the adverse price movements of underlying spot markets. Wide range of market participants ensure good price discovery. With ever increasing import demand, importers can insure themselves against price risk. The essence of spot and futures market in price discovery functions hinges on whether new information is first reflected in futures market or in spot markets. It has been argued, that the lead-lag relationship between spot and futures prices series can be attributed to one or more market imperfection like differences in transaction cost, liquidity differences between two market, short selling restriction, non-stochastic interest rate, different taxation regimes and differences in margin requirements.

The purpose of the present study is to examine the price discovery process and volatility spillover between the commodity spot and futures markets of gold in India. The present study possesses significance in the sense that it enables to determine which market is more efficient in processing and reflecting of new information. The study will throw light on the possibility of acting spot or future prices as an efficient price discovery vehicle, and this will be immensely useful for the traders to hedge their market risk. Besides, the study provides useful insights to the arbitrageurs, who are formulating their trading strategies based on market imperfections. Further, the present study is immensely helpful for the investors and portfolio managers to develop effective trading and hedging strategies in the Indian gold market.

2. Review of Literature

Attempts to investigate the futures-spot price relationships and volatility spillover have received considerable attention in the futures market literature. Earlier study by Gardbade and Silber (1983) used daily spot and futures prices for four storable agricultural commodities (wheat, corn, oats and orange juice) to understand the price discovery process in storable agricultural commodities. For wheat, corn and orange juice, they found that the futures markets dominate the spot markets, but for oats the results were not clear enough. Oellermann et al. (1989) and Schroeder and Goodwin (1991) studied the price discovery for livestock contracts and found that the futures markets capture the information first and then transfer it to the spot markets. Brockman and Tse (1995) investigated the price discovery mechanism of four agricultural commodities futures market in Canada using cointegration, vector error correction model and the Hasbrouck (1995) information model. They found that the futures market leads the spot market for all four commodities and hence the price discovery was mainly driven by the futures market. Fortenberry and Zapata (1997) examined the lead-lag relationship between futures and spot markets in the US for cheddar cheese, diammonium phosphate and anhydrous ammonia by using cointegration techniques. They found the evidence that futures and spot prices of diammonium phosphate and anhydrous ammonia markets are cointegrated but not that of cheddar cheese. Koutmos and Tucker (1996) examined the temporal relationships and dynamic interactions between S&P 500 spot index and stock index futures through VECM and ECM-EGARCH(1,1) model. He reported that volatility in both markets is an asymmetric function of past
innovations. Further, empirical analysis revealed that volatility spillover effects between the two markets are bidirectional.

Yang et al. (2001) examined the price discovery performance of the futures markets for storable (corn, oats, soybean, wheat, cotton, and pork bellies) and non-storable (hogs, live cattle, feeder cattle) commodities. They used cointegration procedures and vector error correction models (VECM) and found that futures markets lead the spot markets in the case of both storable and non-storable commodities. Moosa (2002) examined whether the crude oil futures market perform the function of price discovery and risk transfer. The study used the daily data of spot and one-month future prices of WTI crude oil covering from January 1985 to July 1996. He found that sixty percent of the price discovery function is performed in futures market.

Mattos and Garcia (2004) analyzed the lead-lag relationship between spot and futures prices in the Brazilian agricultural markets. They used daily data on Brazilian futures and spot prices of coffee (arabica), corn, cotton, live cattle, soybeans, and sugar and found mixed results. It was found that the futures and the spot prices were cointegrated in the case of live cattle and the coffee markets. Besides, the analysis revealed that there was no cointegrating relationship in the thinly traded markets (i.e., corn, cotton, soybeans). Tse and Xiang (2005) found that NYNEX E-mini futures contracts on gas and crude contribute more than thirty per cent of price discovery even though they account for less than one per cent of the volume of standard contracts.

Zapata et al. (2005) examined the relationship between eleven futures prices traded in New York and the world cash prices for exported sugar by considering the observation from January 1990 to January 1995. They found that the futures market of sugar leads the cash market in price discovery mechanism. Azizan et al. (2007) investigated the return and volatility spillovers in the Malaysian crude palm oil futures market using bivariate ARMA(p,q)-EGARCH(p,q) model specifications. They used daily price data of crude palm oil futures and spot markets and found bidirectional information transmission between futures and spot markets for both returns and volatility. Ge et al. (2008) examined the interactivity of Chinese cotton markets with the US market and found that futures prices of cotton in China and the US are cointegrated. Besides, the empirical analysis revealed that these two markets efficiently share price transmissions.

As regards to the research concerning India, Thomas and Karande (2001) studied the price discovery process in the castor seed futures market traded on Ahmedabad and Mumbai regional exchanges. They found that Ahmedabad and Mumbai markets react differently to information in the price discovery of castor seed. In the Bombay market, futures prices dominated the spot prices. However, no lead-lag between spot and futures prices was found in the Ahmedabad market. Kumar and Sunil (2004) investigated the price discovery of five Indian agricultural commodities futures market by employing the Johansen cointegration technique. They found inability on part of the futures market to fully incorporate information and confirmed inefficiency of Indian agricultural commodities futures markets.

Karande (2006) investigated the linkages between Indian castor seeds futures and spot market employing co-integration test. The study showed that the Indian futures markets
of Mumbai and Ahmedabad are cointegrated, indicating the existence of unidirectional causality from futures to spot market. Praveen and Sudhakar (2006) analyzed price discovery between stock market and the commodity futures market. They considered Nifty futures traded on National Stock Exchange (NSE) and gold futures on Multi Commodity Exchange of India (MCX). The result empirically showed that the Nifty futures had no influence on the spot Nifty. Besides, the casual relationship test in the commodity market showed that gold futures price influenced the spot gold price, but the opposite was not true.

Roy and Kumar (2007) investigated the lead-lag relationship between spot and futures prices of wheat spot markets in India using the Johansen cointegration test. It was found that the cointegration across spot markets had increased after the introduction of the futures market. Roy (2008) examined the price discovery process of thirty-two wheat futures contracts in India. He found that the Indian wheat futures markets are well cointegrated with their spot markets. The bidirectional causality observed in the majority of the wheat futures contracts.

Iyer and Pillai (2010) had examined whether futures markets play a dominant role in the price discovery process. They used two-regime threshold vector autoregression (TVAR) and a two-regime threshold autoregression for six commodities. They found that commodity futures market prices play the vital role in the price discovery process. For copper, gold and silver, the rate of convergence is almost instantaneous during the expiration week of the futures contract affirming the utility of futures contracts as an effective hedging tool. In the case of chickpea, nickel and rubber, the convergence worsens during the expiration week indicating the non-usability of futures contract for hedging. Shihabudheen and Padhi (2010) examined the price discovery mechanism and volatility spillovers effect for six Indian commodity markets, viz., Gold, Silver, Crude oil, Castor seed, Jeera and Sugar. The study result supported that futures price acts as an efficient price discovery vehicle in the case of Gold, Silver, Crude oil, Castor seed, Jeera. They found that the volatility spillover exists from futures to spot market in all cases except sugar.

Pavabutr and Chaihetphon (2010) examined the price discovery process of the nascent gold futures contracts in the Multi Commodity Exchange of India (MCX) over the period 2003 to 2007. The study employed vector error correction model (VECM) to show that futures prices of both standard and mini contracts lead spot price. They found that standard and mini futures contracts exhibit a stronger influence over spot prices both in the short-run and long-run. Moreover, Srinivasan (2012) examined the price discovery process and volatility spillovers in Indian spot-futures commodity markets through Johansen cointegration, Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) and the bivariate EGARCH model. He found that the commodity spot markets of MCXCOMDEX, MCXAGRI, MCXENERGY and MCXMETAL serve as effective price discovery vehicle. Besides the volatility spillovers from spot to the futures market are dominant in case of all MCX commodity markets.

From the existing literature, it appears that even though spot and futures markets react to the same information, the major question is which market reacts first and from which market volatility spillover to other markets. The empirical research on the price
discovery role of Indian commodity futures markets is relatively sparse. Especially, the studies pertaining to price discovery role and volatility spillover in Indian gold futures market was found to be meager. The existing studies such as Praveen and Sudhakar (2006), Iyer and Pillai (2010), Shhabudheen and Padhi (2010) and Pavabutr and Chaihetphon (2010) regarding Indian gold futures market mainly focused on Multi Commodity Exchange of India Ltd (MCX). This is due to the fact that MCX accounts for over half of gold futures trading in India. The activity on MCX revolves around precious metals and crude oil. However, activity on NCDEX is largely driven by regional domestic crops. Since the past few years, the spurt in the gold prices and concerned over the falling volume in agri-commodities exhibited maturity on all parameters of gold in NCDEX viz. traded volumes, open interest and member participation. According to data on NCDEX website, the trading volume of gold has increased from Rs. 202 crore in November 2010 to Rs. 13,971 crore in January 2011. Besides, the entities perceived to be fronting for a rival exchange have drawn the market regulator’s attention to the dramatic surge in trading volumes of gold at NCDEX. With the Indian gold commodity market assuming more and more importance in recent years, the debate on price discovery and volatility spillover becomes important among financial analysts, arbitrageurs, speculators and market regulators. The present paper attempts to examine the price discovery process and volatility spillovers in gold futures and spot markets of National Commodity Derivatives Exchange (NCDEX) by employing Johansen's Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) and the Bivariate ECM-EGARCH(1,1) model.

The remainder of the article is organised as follows: Section-3 describes the methodology and data used for empirical analysis. Section-4 offers empirical results and discussion of the study. Concluding remarks are presented in section-5.

3. Methodology

Johansen's (1988) cointegration approach and Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) have been employed to investigate the price discovery process in spot and futures market of gold in India. Before doing cointegration analysis, it is necessary to test the stationary of the series. The Augmented Dickey-Fuller (1979) test was employed to infer the stationary of the series. If the series are non-stationary in levels and stationary in differences, then there is a chance of cointegration relationship between them which reveals the long-run relationship between the series. Johansen’s cointegration test has been employed to investigate the long-run relationship between two variables. Besides, the causal relationship between spot and futures prices investigated by estimating the following Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) (Johansen, 1988):

$$\Delta X_t = \sum_{i=1}^{p-1} \Gamma_i \Delta X_{t-i} + \Pi X_{t-1} + \varepsilon_t ; \quad \varepsilon_t | \Omega_{t-1} \sim \text{distr}(0, H_t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $X_t$ is the 2x1 vector $(S_t, F_t)'$ of log-Spot price and log-Futures price, respectively, $\Delta$ denotes the first difference operator, $\varepsilon_t$ is a 2x1 vector of residuals $(\varepsilon_{S_t}, \varepsilon_{F_t})'$ that follow
an as-yet-unspecified conditional distribution with mean zero and time-varying covariance matrix, $H_t$. The VECM specification contains information on both the short- and long-run adjustment to changes in $X_t$, via the estimated parameters $\Gamma_i$ and $\Pi$, respectively.

There are two likelihood ratio tests that can be employed to identify the co-integration between the two series. The variables are co-integrated if and only if a single co-integrating equation exists. The first statistic $\lambda_{\text{trace}}$ tests the number of co-integrating vectors is zero or one, and the other $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ tests whether a single co-integrating equation is sufficient or if two are required. In general, if $r$ co-integrating vector is correct. The following test statistics can be constructed as:

$$\lambda_{\text{trace}} (r) = -T \sum_{i=r+1}^{\infty} \ln(1 - \tilde{\lambda}_i)$$

$$\lambda_{\text{max}} (r; r+1) = -T \ln(1 - \tilde{\lambda}_{r+1})$$

where $\tilde{\lambda}_i$ are the eigen values obtained from the estimate of the $\Pi$ matrix and $T$ is the number of usable observations. The $\lambda_{\text{trace}}$ tests the null that there are at most $r$ co-integrating vectors, against the alternative that the number of co-integrating vectors is greater than $r$ and the $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ tests the null that the number of co-integrating vectors is $r$, against the alternative of $r + 1$. Critical values for the $\lambda_{\text{trace}}$ and $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ statistics are provided by Osterwald-Lenum (1992).

Johansen and Juselius (1990) showed that the coefficient matrix $\Pi$ contains the essential information about the relationship between $S_t$ and $F_t$. Specifically, if $\text{rank}(\Pi) = 0$, then $\Pi$ is a 2x2 zero matrix implying that there is no co-integration relationship between $S_t$ and $F_{t-p}$. In this case the VECM reduces to a VAR model in first differences. If $\Pi$ has a full rank, that is $\text{rank}(\Pi) = 2$, then all variables in $X_t$ are $I(0)$ and the appropriate modelling strategy is to estimate a VAR model in levels. If $\Pi$ has a reduced rank, that is $\text{rank}(\Pi) = 1$, then there is a single co-integrating relationship between $S_t$ and $F_t$, which is given by any row of matrix $\Pi$ and the expression $\Pi X_{t-1}$ is the error correction term. In this case, $\Pi$ can be factored into two separate matrices $\alpha$ and $\beta$, both of dimensions 2x1, where 1 represents the rank of $\Pi$, such as $\Pi = \alpha \beta'$, where $\beta'$ represents the vector of cointegrating parameters and $\alpha$ is the vector of error-correction coefficients measuring the speed of convergence to the long-run steady state.

If spot and futures prices are co-integrated then causality must exist in at least one direction (Granger, 1988). Granger causality can identify whether two variables move one after the other or contemporaneously. When they move contemporaneously, one provides no information for characterising the other. If ‘$X$ causes $Y$’, then changes in $X$ should precede changes in $Y$. Consider the VECM specification of Equation (1), which can be written as follows:

$$AS_t = \sum_{i=1}^{p-1} a_{S,i} AS_{t-i} + \sum_{i=1}^{p-1} b_{S,i} AF_{t-i} + a_S z_{t-1} + \varepsilon_{S,t}$$

$$\varepsilon_{S,t} | \Omega_{t-1} \sim \text{distr}(0, H_s)$$

$$AF_t = \sum_{i=1}^{p-1} a_{F,i} AS_{t-i} + \sum_{i=1}^{p-1} b_{F,i} AF_{t-i} + a_F z_{t-1} + \varepsilon_{F,t}$$

$$\varepsilon_{F,t} | \Omega_{t-1} \sim \text{distr}(0, H_f)$$
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where $a_{s,i}$, $b_{s,i}$, $a_{f,i}$, $b_{f,i}$ are the short-run coefficients, $z_{s1} = \beta' X_{s1}$ is the error-correction term which measures how the dependent variable adjusts to the previous period's deviation from long-run equilibrium from equation (1), and $\varepsilon_{s,t}$ and $\varepsilon_{f,t}$ are residuals.

In the above equations of Vector Error Correction Model, the unidirectional causality from Futures-to-Spot price ($F_t$, Granger causes $S_t$) requires: (i) that some of the $b_{s,i}$ coefficients, $i = 1, 2, ..., p-1$, are non zero and/or (ii) $a_s$, the error-correction coefficient in Equation (4), is significant at conventional levels. Similarly, unidirectional causality from Spot-to-Futures price ($S_t$, Granger causes $F_t$) requires: (i) that some of the $a_{f,i}$ coefficients, $i = 1, 2, ..., p-1$, are non zero and/or (ii) $a_f$ is significant at conventional levels. If both variables Granger cause each other, then it is said that there is a two-way feedback relationship between $S_t$ and $F_t$ (Granger, 1988). These hypotheses can be tested by applying Wald tests on the joint significance of the lagged estimated coefficients of $\Delta S_{t-1}$ and $\Delta F_{t-1}$.

When the residuals of the error-correction equations exhibit heteroskedasticity, the $t$-statistics are adjusted by White (1980) heteroskedasticity correction.

As we are interested in knowing how volatility responds to good and bad news, we apply EGARCH specification popularized by Nelson (1991). Following the methodology of Koutmos and Tucker (1996) and Lin et al. (2002), we use a bivariate ECM-EGARCH(1,1) model in order to examine volatility spillovers. The model is described by the following system of equations:

$$[e_i | \Omega_{t-1}] = \begin{pmatrix} e_{s,t} \\ e_{f,t} \end{pmatrix} | \Omega_{t-1} - N(0, H_t)$$

$$H_t = \begin{bmatrix} \text{Var}(e_{s,t} | \Omega_{t-1}) & \text{Cov}(e_{s,t}, e_{f,t} | \Omega_{t-1}) \\ \text{Cov}(e_{s,t}, e_{f,t} | \Omega_{t-1}) & \text{Var}(e_{f,t} | \Omega_{t-1}) \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} h_{s,t} & h_{sf,t} \\ h_{sf,t} & h_{f,t} \end{bmatrix}$$

$$i_{s,t} = \frac{e_{s,t}}{\sqrt{h_{s,t}}} \sim N(0, 1), \ i = s, f$$

$$\ln h_{s,t} = a_{s}\bar{\sigma} + b_{s} G_s(\xi_{s,t-1}) + b_{sf} G_f(\xi_{f,t-1}) + \gamma_s \ln(h_{s,t-1})$$

$$\ln h_{f,t} = a_{f}\bar{\sigma} + b_{sf} G_f(\xi_{s,t-1}) + b_{f} G_s(\xi_{f,t-1}) + \gamma_f \ln(h_{f,t-1})$$

$$G_s(\xi_{s,t-1}) = (|\xi_{s,t-1}| - E|\xi_{s,t-1}|) + \lambda_s \xi_{s,t-1}$$

$$G_f(\xi_{f,t-1}) = (|\xi_{f,t-1}| - E|\xi_{f,t-1}|) + \lambda_f \xi_{f,t-1}$$

$$h_{sf,t} = \rho \sqrt{h_{s,t} h_{f,t}}$$

where $e_{s,t}$ and $e_{f,t}$ are the error terms which are obtained from the VECM; $h_{s,t} = \sigma_{s,t}^2 = \text{Var}(e_{s,t} | \Omega_{t-1})$ is the conditional variance and $\Omega_{t-1}$ is the information set available time $t-1$; $\xi_{s,t} = e_{s,t} / \sigma_{s,t}$ is the standardized innovation; $h_{sf,t}$ is the conditional covariance and $\rho$ represents conditional correlation which is assumed to be constant as this assumption simplifies the estimation.
According to Tse (1999), the estimation of the model can be achieved by a two-step approach. First, we apply the VECM and then we save its residuals for use in the bivariate EGARCH(1,1) model. Because, the least squares estimator used in VECM is still consistent and unbiased even though the errors do not have a constant variance (heteroscedasticity), this approach is asymptotically equivalent to a joint estimation of the VECM and EGARCH models.

The log-likelihood for our model, assuming that the conditional joint distribution of \( R_{s,t} \) and \( R_{f,t} \) is normal, is:

\[
L(\theta) = -T \log (2\pi) - 1/2 \sum_{t=1}^{T} \left( \log \left( \left| H_t(\theta) \right| \right) + \epsilon_t(\theta) H_t^{-1}(\theta) \epsilon_t(\theta) \right)
\]

where \( T \) is the number of observations, \( \epsilon = (\epsilon_s, \epsilon_f) \) is the 1x2 vector of innovations at time \( t \), and \( \theta \) is the parameter vector to be estimated. The log-likelihood function is highly nonlinear in \( \theta \) and the algorithm of Berndt et al. (1974) is used in order to maximize \( L(\theta) \). In addition, the test of significance of the parameters is computed with the robust standard errors of Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1992). The LB test statistics are computed on standardized residuals and standardized squared residuals of every market to check in there is any linear or nonlinear dependence in residuals.

The conditional variance in spot (7) and futures (8) is an exponential function of past own and cross-market standardized innovations. The coefficients \( b_{sf} \) and \( b_{fs} \) indicate the volatility spillover from futures to spot and from spot to futures, respectively. The coefficients \( b_{ss} \) and \( b_{ff} \) represent the volatility clustering or else volatility pooling, which is the tendency for volatility in financial markets to appear in bunches. The coefficients \( \gamma_s \) and \( \gamma_f \) measure the degree of volatility persistence. The \( G_i(\bullet) \) is an asymmetric function of past standardized innovations given in (9) and (10), which influence the conditional variances asymmetrically. \( |\xi_{i,t-1}| - E |\xi_{i,t-1}| \) measures the magnitude effect, and the term \( \lambda_i \xi_{i,t-1} \) measures the sign effect.

Depending on the sign of coefficients \( b_{sf}, \lambda_i \) and in terms of cross-market volatility spillovers, a negative innovation , \( (\xi_{sf} < 0) \) will be followed by higher volatility than a positive innovation, \( (\xi_{sf} > 0) \) if, \( b_{sf} > 0 \) and \( -1 < \lambda_i < 0 \). Thus, when \( \lambda_i < -1 \), a positive surprise will decrease volatility. Obviously, when \( \lambda_i = 0 \) the asymmetry disappears. Lin et al. (2002) state that if, \( \xi_{sf} < 0 \), then the coefficients of \( \xi_{sf} \) in (9) and (10) will be \(-1+\lambda_i\). If \( \xi_{sf} > 0 \), then the coefficients of \( \xi_{sf} \) will be \(1+\lambda_i\). Therefore, if \( \lambda_i \) is significant, the asymmetric effect of standardized innovations to the conditional variances is observed.

The data for the study consists of daily closing price of gold futures and its corresponding underlying spot market price. Since the past few years, the spurt in the gold prices and concerned over the falling volume in agri-commodities exhibited maturity on all parameters of gold in NCDEX viz. traded volumes, open interest and member participation. Besides, the entities perceived to be fronting for a rival exchange have drawn the market regulator’s attention to the dramatic surge in trading volumes of gold at NCDEX in recent years. Moreover, the volatility of spot and futures markets is subject towards stochastic or time-varying in nature. Therefore, it has become necessary from time to time to conduct
empirical studies to investigate the price discovery role of spot and futures markets of gold in developing commodity markets like India. For these reasons, the present employed recent past years daily dataset on spot and futures market of gold traded at NCDEX. The data span for the study has been considered from 23, April 2009 to 31, May 2011. All the required data information for the study has been retrieved from the website of National Commodity Derivatives Exchange (NCDEX), Mumbai. Throughout this paper, spot and futures market returns are defined as continuously compounded or log returns (hereafter returns) at time \( t \), \( R_t \), calculated as follows:

\[
R_t = \log \left( \frac{P_t}{P_{t-1}} \right) = \log P_t - \log P_{t-1}
\]  

(13)

where \( P_t \) and \( P_{t-1} \) are the daily closing prices of the gold futures contract and its corresponding underlying spot market at days, \( t \) and \( t-1 \), respectively.

Descriptive statistics are reported in Table 1. The sample means of spot and futures market returns are positive and the standard deviation ranges from 0.0081 (spot) to 0.0085 (futures). The values of skewness and excess kurtosis indicate that the distributions of spot and futures market returns are negatively skewed and leptokurtic relative to the normal distribution. The Jarque-Bera test statistic rejects normality at one per cent level of statistical significance in both cases. The Ljung-Box statistic for 16 lags applied on returns (denoted by LB(16)) and squared returns (denoted by LB^2(16)) indicate that significant linear and nonlinear dependencies exist. Linear dependencies may be due to some form of market inefficiency (Koutmos and Booth, 1995).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Spot</th>
<th>Futures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.000768</td>
<td>0.000761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0.00815</td>
<td>0.00858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>-0.0818</td>
<td>-0.2772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>4.5131</td>
<td>5.5050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB(16)</td>
<td>17.61*</td>
<td>11.69*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB^2(16)</td>
<td>46.96*</td>
<td>22.32*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JB</td>
<td>46.13*</td>
<td>131.10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCH-LM(12)</td>
<td>11.65*</td>
<td>4.16**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: LB(16) and LB^2(16) are the Ljung-Box statistics applied on returns and squared returns, respectively. JB is the Jarque-Bera statistic to test for normality. ARCH-LM(12) is a Lagrange multiplier test for ARCH effects up to order 12 in the residuals (Engle, 1982). * and ** - denote the significance at the one and five per cent level, respectively.

Furthermore, the Engle (1982) ARCH-LM test statistics was conducted in order to test the null hypothesis of no ARCH effects. The test statistics are statistically significant at one per cent level, implying that there exist significant ARCH effects on the data at
all frequencies. Nonlinear dependencies can satisfactorily be captured by autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) models.

4. Empirical Results and Discussions

4.1 Price Discovery Process

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test was employed to test the stationarity of the spot and futures price series of gold market and the results are presented in Table 2. The results reveal that both the price series of gold market are found to be stationary at the first order level, and they are integrated in the order of I(1), respectively. This finding is in line with many studies on time series properties of price series.

Table 2: Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>Intercept &amp; trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Levels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>-2.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>-0.802</td>
<td>-2.715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. First Difference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta S$</td>
<td>-10.11*</td>
<td>-10.10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta F$</td>
<td>-11.88*</td>
<td>-11.86*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: * – indicates significance at one per cent level. Optimal lag length is determined by the Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC), $F$ and $S$ are the Futures and Spot market prices, respectively.

Given that spot and futures prices are integrated of the same order, (1), co-integration techniques may be used to determine the existence of a stable long-run relationship between the prices. The results of Johansen’s cointegration test are reported in Table 3.

Table 3: Johansen’s Cointegration Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Null Hypothesis (H0)</th>
<th>Alternative Hypothesis (H1)</th>
<th>Eigen Value</th>
<th>Likelihood Ratio Tests</th>
<th>95 % Critical Value</th>
<th>99 % Critical Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trace test Statistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r = 0$</td>
<td>$r \geq 1$</td>
<td>0.044991</td>
<td>22.34958*</td>
<td>15.41</td>
<td>20.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r \leq 1$</td>
<td>$r \geq 2$</td>
<td>0.000918</td>
<td>0.437188</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>6.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximal Eigen value

| $r = 0$              | $r = 1$                     | 0.044991     | 21.91239*              | 14.07               | 18.63               |
| $r = 1$              | $r = 2$                     | 0.000918     | 0.437188               | 3.76                | 6.65                |

Notes: $r$ is the number of cointegrating vectors under the null hypothesis. * - denote the significance at one per cent level.
Maximum Eigen value and Trace test statistics indicate the presence of one cointegrating vector between the spot and futures market prices at the five per cent level. This shows that spot and futures prices of gold market are co-integrated and there exists atmost one co-integrating relationship between spot and futures prices. In other words, spot and futures prices share common long-run information. Overall, Johansen’s test results support that the spot and futures prices of gold market lead in the long run.

According to Granger representation theorem, if two variables X and Y are co-integrated, then the relationship between the two can be expressed as ECM (Gujarati, 2005). Therefore, the Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) was employed to examine the price discovery process in spot and futures markets of gold. The VECM estimates obtained from equations (4) and (5) are presented in Table 4. The coefficients (\(a_s\) and \(a_f\)) of the error correction term provide some insight into the adjustment process of spot and futures prices towards equilibrium in all types of contracts. That is, the error correction term represents a mean-reverting price process. The table result shows that coefficient of the error correction term (\(a_s\)) in the spot equation (4) is statistically significant and negative, implying that the futures price makes the greater adjustment in order to reestablish the equilibrium. In the futures equation (5), the coefficients of lagged spot prices are statistically significant at one per cent level. Besides, the Wald-F statistics for the futures equation, \(\sum_{i=1}^{k} b_i (\text{Wald-F})\),

### Table 4: Result of Vector Error Correction Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Equation(4) ΔS</th>
<th>Equation(5) ΔF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Z_{t-1})</td>
<td>-0.5391</td>
<td>1.2818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-2.092)**</td>
<td>(4.864)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ΔS_{t-1})</td>
<td>-0.4241</td>
<td>-0.6969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-2.143)**</td>
<td>(-3.444)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ΔS_{t-2})</td>
<td>-0.2487</td>
<td>-0.3099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-2.234)**</td>
<td>(-2.722)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ΔF_{t-1})</td>
<td>-0.2272</td>
<td>0.0461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.183)</td>
<td>(0.235)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ΔF_{t-2})</td>
<td>-0.1330</td>
<td>-0.0971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.346)</td>
<td>(-0.889)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>1.88E-05</td>
<td>1.34E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.043)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wald F-stat</td>
<td>1.879</td>
<td>6.391*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Optimal lag length is determined by the Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC), \(F_t\) and \(S_t\) are the Futures and Spot market prices respectively, * and ** denote the significance at the one and five per cent level, respectively. Parenthesis shows t-statistics.
is found to be statistically significant at one per cent level, suggesting that there was a significant causality running from spot to futures prices.

Overall, the VECM result confirms the unidirectional relationship runs from the spot market to futures market of Gold in India. In other words, spot price leads the futures price. This implies that the spot market of Gold plays a dominant role and serves as effective price discovery vehicle. This confirms that the spillovers of certain information take place from spot market to futures market and the spot market of gold have the capability to expose the all new information through the channel of its new innovation.

4.2 Volatility Spillover

Following the methodology of Koutmos and Tucker (1996) and Lin et al. (2002), the Bivariate ECM-EGARCH(1,1) model was employed to investigate, how news from one market affects the volatility behaviour of another market. The results of the Bivariate ECM-EGARCH(1,1) model are presented in Table 5. The coefficients $b_{s,f}$ and $b_{f,s}$, shows that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Spot Return</th>
<th>Futures Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_i$</td>
<td>-0.3574</td>
<td>4.0488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_{ls}$</td>
<td>0.5481</td>
<td>0.6127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_{lf}$</td>
<td>2.4813</td>
<td>0.1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_i$</td>
<td>0.5096</td>
<td>0.7566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_i$</td>
<td>0.7391</td>
<td>0.1961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnostics on standardized and squared standardized residuals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$ 0.8349*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB(16) 9.3384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB$^2$(16) 15.495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCH-LM(12) 2.0827</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: * and ** denote the significance at the one and five per cent level, respectively. Parenthesis shows z-statistics. LB(16) and LB$^2$(16) are the Ljung-Box statistics applied on returns and squared returns, respectively. ARCH-LM(12) is a Lagrange multiplier test for ARCH effects up to order 12 in the residuals (Engle, 1982).
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Significant spillovers exist across the spot and futures markets. However, the absolute value of $b_{sf}(2.4813)$ is greater than $b_{fs}(0.6127)$, implying that the spillovers from spot to futures are more significant than the reverse direction, which means that the information flow from spot to futures is stronger. Furthermore, the coefficients $\gamma_s(0.7391)$ and $\gamma_f(0.1961)$, which represent the degree of volatility persistence, are both highly significant. This indicates the high persistence of shocks to volatility. The contemporaneous relationship measured by the conditional correlation $\rho$ is 0.8349. Lin et al. (2002) point out that, if the capital market is efficient enough or the cost-of-carry model holds the value of the conditional correlation should be close to unity.

Finally, the estimated Ljung-Box statistics for the standardized and squared standardized residuals indicate that the bivariate ECM-EGARCH(1,1) model is correctly specified. Besides, the ARCH-LM tests indicate that no serial dependence persists left in squared residuals. Hence, the results suggest that the bivariate ECM-EGARCH(1,1) model was reasonably well specified and most appropriate model to capture the ARCH (time-varying volatility) effects in the time series analysed.

5. Conclusion

The primary objective of Indian commodity market is to build value for the traders by providing a mechanism to protect their business from adverse price change. Traders or exporters can hedge their price risk and improve their competitiveness by making use of futures market through price discovery mechanism. Price discovery is the process by which markets attempt to reach equilibrium price. Price discovery is a major function of commodity futures market. The essence of the price discovery function hinges on whether new information is reflected first in changes of future prices or changes of spot prices. The present study assumes significance in the sense that it enables to determine which market is more efficient in processing and reflecting of new information. Besides, the study of volatility interdependence provides useful insights into how information is transmitted and disseminated between futures and spot market. In arbitrage free economy, volatility of prices is directly related to the flow of information. If futures market increase the flow of information, volatility in the underlying spot market will rise. This study attempts to examine the price discovery process and volatility spillovers in Gold futures and spot markets of National Commodity Derivatives Exchange (NCDEX) by employing Johansen's Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) and the bivariate ECM-EGARCH(1,1) model. The empirical result confirms that the spot market of Gold plays a dominant role and serves as effective price discovery vehicle. Besides the study results show that the spillovers of certain information take place from spot market to futures market and the spot market of gold have the capability to expose the all new information through the channel of its new innovation. Moreover, the study validates that the gold futures market of NCDEX found very intricate to incorporate the information in its prices. This clearly reveals that the futures market of gold is not yet matured and efficient when information gets disseminated.

To conclude, the gold spot market is more informationally efficient than the futures
market. The study results have practical implications for investors and market participants who wish to hedge their risk against the adverse price movements. Investors may use the spot market price, which tends to discover new information more rapidly than futures prices, to adopt more effective hedging strategies. Moreover, a better understanding of the interdependence of these markets would be useful for those policy makers who coordinate the stability of financial markets.
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